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Soviet Officials Detain Student;lpembroke Ends Bond. Drive for Mardi Walker
Letters May Evoke Clemency Honor System; Excels Hall of Required Sum
Cancels Board
authort-

The date was September
25,
1963; the place was a courtroom
in the USSR;· the verdict read
"Guilty," and Peter Lenderman, a
22 year old student from Riverside, California,
USA, was sentenced to spend three years of
his life in prison.
Peter, a graduate of the University of California, is now the only
American prisoner in the Soviet
Union.
Letters from American
citizens asking the Soviet officials
for clemency may help him to be
released so he can continue his education. He had .planned to attend
graduate school and specialize in
Sou th
American
Indian
Ianguages.
Automobile Accident Causes
Imprisomnent
One of thirteen members. of an
Experiment
Association
group
from Boston, Peter was driving
one of two votkswagcn microbusses down a dark highway outside Minsk on August 15, 1963.
The group was to have lett
the
Soviet Union on the following day
Traveling along this same road
on a motorbike with no light was
a 62 year old Moscow citizen. Peter, Who was driving at a speed
between
25·30 mph (there had
been no set 'Speed limit on this
highway), dimmed to his parking
lights
as several vehicles
approached from the opposite direction. He had been informed by
different individuals that this was
customary
in the Soviet Union
Suddenly Peter saw a moving 'Object before him, but he was unable to swerve due to the passing
cars in the other lane. Sitting beside him was an Intourist guide
who was watching for the tourist camp
sign where the group
was to spend the night. She saw
nothing before the collision. The
injured man died five days later
in a hospital, and Peter went to
trial on September 25 for driving
too fast under the particular conditions and for disregarding
Soviet traffic laws by driving only
with parking lights. On OCtober
29, the case was appealed to the
Supreme Court of the Byelor'ussian Republic where
the verdict
and sentence were confirmed.
Letters l\1ay Help Landennan
Since Peter has had an unblemished eight-year traffic record and
is a good student who wants to
study jingutsttcs so he may help

Warne to Discuss
Purchasing Power
Practical
hints which will increase consumers'
"buymanshlp"
and the purchasing power of the
dollar will be the subject of Dr.
Colston E. Warne's
talk, "Commodity
Testing Agencies,"
on
Monday, February 17, at 4 :20 p.m.
in Pa1mer Auditorium.
Sponsored 'by the Connecticut
College
economics
deparbnent
but open to everyone, the lecture
will include methods and devices
which will enable the buyer to select the best brand of the many
productS available on the market.
Dr. Warne is President of the
Consumers Union of the U.S., Inc.
and is Professor of Economics at
Amherst CoJllege. In 1962 when
the Consumer
Advisory Council
was established, he was one (}f
the eleven members appointed by
President Kennedy.
·~Dr. Warne is a marvelous
speaker and has given talks all
over the world," commented Professor Ruby Morris of the Con·
necticut College
economics department. "He is one of the most
distinguished
persons in international consumer movements."

educate primitive peoples, it is
hoped
that clemency will
be
granted
by the Soviet
ties. According to Soviet law, lette~s may be written ~y family,
friends, and all other Interested
persons who wish an appeal for
clemency.
The letters may be brief, since
the quantity is more important
than the quality.
The positive
points (such as Peter's good records
as driver
and
student)
should be stressed, and an interest
in obtaining better SovietAmerican relations should be expressed. Any antagonistic
crtttcism of Soviet law must definitely
be avoided, since clemency is being sought, and the Soviets were
with-in their rights to try him.
Three letters, which may be
identical, should be written to:
1) His Excellency
Leonid llich
Brezhnev, Chairman
of the
Praesidiurn
of The Supreme
Soviet of The Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics,
Moscow,
U.S.S.R.
2) His Excellency Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev,
Chairman
of The Council of Ministers of
The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
3) Hi'S Excellency AnatoHy
F.
Dobrynin, Amoessedor of The
Union at Soviet Socialist Republ'ics to the U.S.A., Washington, D. C.
In addition, it is necessary that
writers requestdng
clemency for
Peter let Mr. Edward Ginsburg,
President
of the Experimenters'
Association at 1 State Str-eet, Boston, Mass., and Connecticut College student Lyn Parker '64, one
of the Experiment
Association
member's, know the exact number
of letters sent.
Air letters
m3:y be obtained
trom any Post Office for $.11, or a
single sheet of paper in an ordinary envelope may be sent for.
$.25 postage. Lyn Parker may be
contacted through Box 665
for
any additional information.
M.E.

Pembroke
College
recently
abolished its Judicial Board, and
with it. the honor system. Minor
offenses, including those per-taining to sign-outs and lateness, are
now dealt with by a house couneil. Punishment for these offenses

is standardized and codified. More
major

deviations,

such as serious

lapses in decorum. are referred
to the Office of Residence.
Students began to question the
function of a Judicia'} Board last
November when the Admlnistration suspended a sophomore for

two weeks against the recommendations of the student organization. Since the Board could have
any of its proposals rejected by
the Administration,
many
felt
that it served
only as a moCk
court, a pawn of a higher' organization. They decided that the new
system, which would place more
responsibility
on the house presidents, would be more .efficient,
and the Judicial Board disbanded.
Student
reaction to this new
system varies greatly. The house
presidents
state
that
as the
chances of being caught have increased, .the number of minor violations has decreased. The general sentiment is that in feeling
about punishment has disappeared, since less emotion is involved
in judging cases, and sentences
are purely objective.
On the other hand,
there are
students who feel that thts sys'tern is tantamount
to a spy ring
ring which places undue burden
on the House Council. Many are
eager to see a new substitute for
the Judicial Board, which served
largely
effect changes and to
obtain privileges for the students.
The main argument against the
new system is that it implies that
the former function of the Board
was merely a punitive one.

to,

Because of a misunderstanding
in time (The judge implied that
the defendants would not be needed and the attorney
said she
could go to lunch.) she arrived at
the court room after her name
had been called; and was accused
of trying to evade trlal, Her bond
was arbitrarily
raised to $2506.
Her final' trial started on Tuesday morning and will be concluded Monday. Mardi's lawyer has
'said he is sure that she .will be
convicted and that her bond will
be set at $5000. The date for her
appeal trial will 'be unknown for
some time. Unftil bond money is
Mardi Walker
raised, Mardi will sit in the F'ulton County Jail.
Mardon Walker and Karen HabAt an all college assembly on
erman, sophomores at Connecti- Tuesday afternoon, Joanna War·
cut College, were exchange stu- ner and Flora Barth appealed to
dents at Spelman College in At- the students, 'faculty and adminislanta, Georgia last semester. On tration of Connecticut College to
January 13, Mardi was arrested help Mardi Walker as a fellow
In
in a restaurant
while participat- member of the community.
ing in a non-violent sit-in and was her appeal, Joanna said, "Please
arraigned
in a Georgia district may I emphasize, we are
concourt for a violation of the Anti- cerned with Mardi Walker as an
Trespass Law. This law, permits individual. Your help will be conthe owner of a public facility to sidered individual help, not help
exclude clientele at his discretion. from Connecticut College as an
It is now 'being tested for un- institution. We want to see her
constitutionality
in the federal return to Connecticut and to her
courts. Mardi was placed in the classes. This appeal is to be in no
Fulton County Jail and her bond way considered a recognition or
a move in support of any estabwas set at $1,000.
Bond money allows the prison- Itshed organization. Mardi is in a
er to leave jail 'and assures his re- difficuit situation and needs our
turn for -trral. Mardi's first bond help desperately."
\
was raised and paid Iby the StuFlora Barth is heading a comdent
Non-Violent
Coordinating
mittee or:ganized to
raise
the
Committee n Atlanta. Mardi then $5000 needed .for Mardi's return.
returned to Connecticut to start A,t the first
count,
Wednesday
her second semester classes. On morning,
more than $2800 had
Wednesday she was recalled
10 been raised. At the time this paAtlanta for her trial on Thurs- per went to press, the total was'
day.'
$3361. Students contributing
to
the Bond Drive are given a choice
as to where their contributions
will go after Mardi's case is! appealed. The money may be alIoted as a gift to either Connecticut College or S.N.C.C. or eventually returned to the contributor.
Karen Haberman's
trial involvI went to Atlanta with the idea ed a difference offence, a different
that Atlanta was the "Enlighten- court and a different, judge. She
eel City" at the South as far as returned to college Tuesday afterclasses.
racial relations were concerned. I noon to start attending
soon realized that this was a false Her municipal trial has been set
image. I talked to some of the for March 10.
civil rights leaders in Atlanta and
discovered that in their "l'Enlighltened City" less than one fifth of
the restaurants
are intergrated.
I
asked ilf mediation were going on,
The Fine Arts Foundation
of
and was told that mediation had
will present Claire
been going on for years. About Connecticut
three weeks later I participated in and William Dale, Duo-pianists, in
a demonstration
outside Rich's, a recital in South Church, Hartford.ton Sunday, Feb, 16, at 8:30
Atlanta's
largest
department
store.
The' demonstration
took p.m.
place because Rich's would not
Mr. Dale is Associate Professor
sign a written
statement
that of Music at Connecticut College.
they would hire more Negroes, Both Mr. and Mrs. Dale are gradalthough
the management
had uates of the Yale School of Music.
venbally agreed lto the statement.
While at Yale, Mr. Dale ,stUdied
The demonstration
was peaceful. piano with Bruce Simonds, and
There was singing, but no disord- theory with Paul Hindemith and
erly conduct; and the next day Quincy Porter. Mrs. Dale studied
Rich's hired more Negroes.
piano with William Gant while
Civil rights leaders assured me she was at Ya'le. Mr. Dale was the
that effective steps toward inter- recipient of the Charles Ditson
gration occurred only as a result Foreign Fellowship from Yale in
of demonstration.
When I asked 1950, Yale's highest music award.
why laws could not be used to He made his New York debut at
fight
segregaltion
I discovered Town Hall in 1953, and has given
that they only legalized segrega- two recitals at Wigmore Hall in
London.
tion. Laws like the Anti-Trespass
Law are only used against NeFeatured on the program will
groes and demonstrators,
and in !be a Iperfonnance, in memoriam,
this sense make segregation
and of the Sonata for Two Pianos by
discrimination legal.
the late Paul Hindemith. HindeLaws of the southern
states mith was a former teacher of the
Dales at the Yale School of Mudeny men their Constitutionallyguaranteed protection and lights. sic.
The Fine Arts Foundation is-a
When civil rights demonstrators
organization
which
break these southern laws, they non·profit
are within
their
constitu tional promotes the work of musicians
rights. There is no other way to and artists from the State of Con·
necticut.
make those rights good.

Demonstrators Act
Within.Constitution
In Breaking 'Laws'

Conference Sees Caribbean
"Microcosm of World Struggle~~
Puerto Rican Conference
Two members of the Connecticut College International
Relation Club, Ann Staples and Ellen
Grob, spent this past Christmas
vacation attending the Second Annual Christmas
seminar
on national and world affairs at the
Inter-American University at San
German, Puerto Rico. The two
dorm representatives
of the In.
temational
Relations Club were
chosen to go as the officers of the
club could not attend the conference.
The theme of the conference
was: liThe Caribbean: Microcosm
of World Struggle," and providep.
the 300 students from all over the
United States, forei~
s!Udents,
members of the Umverslty, and
students
from, other Caribbean
countries and possessions to meet
and discuss economic and political
pro~lem$ and i?terests.
in the
CaTl!>bean area m an mfonned
yet mformal atmosphere.
Among the brilliant and outstanding speakers (who included
Dr. Cardonas, one of the leaders
of the original Cuban rebel force)
was Dr. Carlos Lastra, who re.ceived his degrees at the University of Puerto Rico and Harvard,
and is an expert in Puerto Rican
economy, spoke of his hopes and
plans for an emerging Carjbbean
Economic Community, somewhat
like the European Economic Com-

•

munity in scope and aim. He suggested that the community be in ihated and led by Puerto Rico, as
Puerto Rico is the most advanced
country in the Caribbean, having
the highest per capita income in
the Caribbean
except for the
United States' Virgin Islands, and
one of the British possessions. In
effect Dr. Lastra expressed hopes
that:
"As the United States led
Puertd Rico, so Puerto Rico can
lead the Caribbean."
Valuable But Vulnerable
The importance
of the Caribbean export of products produced
only in the area such as 'sugar
was stressed in 'reference to in:
fluence on world trade. The area
is economically valuable, and at
the same time is vulnerable
to
hostile forces such as those that
destroyed Cuba. Thus all measures possible must be taken to
strengthen the area. Despite geographic, political and economic diversities, unity and co-ordination
must be sought immediately.
. Two specific means by which it
is hoped trade will be increased
is by fostering growth in interisland trade, and co-ordinating
the sale of island products abroad.
Another method will be to fonnulate programs
to increase
the
tourist trade in the area. One of
the ways, in which it is hoped that
this growth will be encouraged
See uPuerto Kico"-Page
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ConnCe08ua

P.... Two

VirginIa Chambers '65
Karen Stothert '67, Cynthia Miller '66
Martha. Williams '65
Janet
Janet Matthews
Sandberg '66
Joan Bucciarelli '66, Wendy Casman '67
Judy Bailen '65
Barbara Siotnik '65
Carol Davis '65
Nancy Her-r-ick'66. Carolyn Shimkus '65
Laurie Maxon '65
Sue Frleberj:~ '66

Senior Board
Marie Blrnbaum '64, Susan Epstein, '64, Karen Kunstler
Ellen Cqrroon '64.

'65, Joan Ross '64,

swr
Barbara Brush, Kate CUrtis, Rae Downes, Tessa Miller, Lizzie Dean, Marcia
Geyer, Bridget Donahue, Ellen Kagan, Carolyn Lewis, Emily Littman, Mary
Miller, Merry Usher, Ruth zateske, Nancy Brown, Margaret Alton, Anne
xeer, Mariana Kaufman.

Editorial
Commitment
We had planned in our first editorial to introduce a new
and broader outlook for the paper. We wanted to stress again
student awareness of and involvement in community activities, to make the paper a vehicle for the promotion of projects of various faculty members and student groups, to disregard the petty squabbles which have destroyed the dignity
of student government and to urge the campus to join us in
our effort. Recent developments on campus have shown,
however, that there are those among us who are not completely immersed in themselves and in the trivialities of day
to day campus life.
The assembly on Tuesday afternoon was perhaps the most
graphic example we could have wished to illustrate this dichotomy between those who are concerned and committed
and those who simply are. Two Connecticut students, Karen
Habennan and Mardi Walker, have proven that they could
see beyond the isolated environment in which we all find ourselves, that they were able to make a meaningful commitment. We as a community have been' asked to make a commitment; a commitment which should rightly transcend the
controversies and personal prejudices of 'civil rights' and
'race,' and which should have as its goal the support of an
individual, a member of ou1; community, who had the
strength and detennination to stand by her choice and cause.
Both girls chose to leave the relative security of Connecticut to seek for themselves the realities of a situation with
which they had had no previous direct involvement. Through
the knowledge which they gained they chose to act. Regardless of the consequences of their actions, the primary fact remains that these consequences were the result of personal
conviction and commitment. And it is this kind of action,
based on first-hand experience and calculated decision, whfch
we had hoped would win the support of the College Community.
To our horror, but unfortunately not to our surprise, the
assembly presenting an appeal for the support of one of these
individuals degenerated into the usual niggling and inconsequential squabbling about high finances and legal clarifiea"
tion so reminiscent of those memorable Tuesday amalgos.
The need was urgent; there was no doubt that to act with
any effectiveness at all we would have to act immediately
and as a unit. The strength of a unified front was not forthcoming, however, and now, a day and a half after the appeal
was made, the total amount of/bond money has not been colected.
Could this be just one more indication of the lack of concern, 'apathy,' self-centeredness, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera,
with which this campus seems to be plagued?
It is the wish of we of Conn Cens"/.Ij;
that perhaps this event
and its subsequent effects upon thoughts and discussions will
serve to indicate at leapt to some, that there are realms and
principles which lie beyond the immediate subjective concern,
which lie even beyond the supposedly rational realms of law
and justice, which involve at the very least, a certain degree
of compassion toward a fellow individual, who has not asked
for our help, but whom we should support because she is one
of us, another human seeking truth and justice.-G.O., M.R.

Tuesday afternoon at 5 o'clock
in Palmer Auditorium we were
witnesses to the pettiness, ignorance, irresponsibility and lack of
compassion of a large segment of
this community.
The all-college
assembly was a disgrace to the
college. The urgent fact of Mardi
Walker's
dangerous and unjust
imprisonment
was somehow lost
in the petty quibbling of the studept body. Connecticut College's
notorious apathy once again pre-vailed.
It should have been an intelligent discussion at the very least.
Joanna Walker and Flora Barth
stated the facts of Mardi's case
completely
and unambiguously.
It was abundantly clear that they
understood the situation and had
arrived at the idea of an appeal
to the members of the college
community after a careful consideration of possible alternatives. It
was clear that it was an appeal
not for civil rights or SNCC, but
for Mardi Walker. Yet these facts
were met with grudging susplcion, and worse, numerous ingenious suggestions
for "passing
the buck."
The same girls who are "for
civil rights," who support our exchange program
with Spellman
College, are whimsically
withdrawing their support of the inevitable consequences of the civil
rights
movement
and the exchange program. The same girls
who probably spent five thousand
dollars in a month at Gorra's are
refusing to give a few dollars to
insure a classmate's safety and
freedom to get an education. This
attitude might be understandable
in a group of uneducated, isolated
people, but we should be able to
expect something better from a
group of educated, aware, and involved college students. If injustice and danger to one of our
members cannot move us to even
the smallest sacrifice, we should
look to our values. If we fail to
raise the required five thousand
dollars, then the human rights for
which Mardi has been fighting
aren't worth very much. We can
chalk it up to inhuman unconcern.
Janet Matthews

Conservative Anti·notes
I have to laugh at Martin Luther Kin,g, Jr. as a nominee for
the Nobel Peace Prize ...
Wondel' why Oswald's name hasn't
come up ...
President Johnson
will certainly be elected our next
president ...
Why, the whole
country
should
vote for him,
'cause he's for labor, he's for
management, he's for the North,
he's for the South, he's for agriculture, he's for urban renewal,
he's for the rich, he's for -the poor
_ . We understand Peter Sellers
played the part of a coke machine
in his latest movie, "Dr. Strange.
love" ... We can only hope that

Editor:
dramatic
events of this
past week have impressed many
observers with
three important
facts' American college students
care' they are committed
they'
can •act forcefuUy toward consrrucnve ends.
Perhaps this accumulated ener
gy might now be marshaled to extend even further the cause of
universal civil rights !i0 prominent in campus thinking. News
of the Bond Fund reached many
who live within 50 miles of New
London. Undoubtedly, it caused
these people to consider more
seriously the struggles of Southern Negro students because that
struggle
had directly
touched,
two students
from
our
own
Northern
ranks Unfortunately,
however the benefl ts of such a
realization are often short lived.
Students of Connecticut College
have the power to exert their influence for progress where it can
be felt most effectively; in the
Congress of .t~e ~nited
. States
where 0e CI~1 Rlg~tS Bill, now
under diSCUSSIOn,will shortly be
considered by the ~enate.
The representatives
from the
seve~al states native to the COf'
necticut College student body WIll
be effected by mature, thou~htful
letters from a group of dedicated
young women who care. about ~he
future ~ealth o~ the .soclety WhICh
they will soon inher-it.
Were Conn Census or. th~ Student Government AssoclatlOn to
inspire a drive encouraging students to express their concerns in
lefters to Washington, the benetits of such action might well
equal or,exceed those attained by
this week's Bond Drive.
(Mrs.> Margaret L. Thomson,
Director
Office of Press Relations

Bond Fund Supports Integration
To the Editor:
Tuesday's All College assembly
was a heart·warming
display of
corporate sentiment
for one of
our group who is in trouble. I understand that the contributions to
the Bond Fund were widsepread
and substantiaL
This tangible
demonstration
of our sentiments
is more than heart-warming. Yet,
in spite of these positive qualities
of Connecticut College's response
to the plight of Mardon Walker.
and even at the ri~ of seeming
less than genteel, I feel that I
must point out a principle failure
in our response.
I was deeply disturbed by the
tone of yesterday's meeting. The
sentiment was there; the humane
response of help for a friend in
need was there; but the element
of principle was lacking. The discussion, both from the phitform
and from the floor, followed two
main threads. There was some ex·
amination
of possible ways in
which Mardi's problem might be
solved other than by the 'College
community
raising
$5000. And

he isn't impersonating some cig- ~~er~:a~~~o~~~~~edofis~::~~,~
arette machine, as they seem to
be going the way of 1920 bars, plight and the probability that if
barrels, and stills. . .
she does n<;>tget help from us her
It's hard to believe the rumors troubles wIll become worse. ~ef.
that Student Government is Im- erences to her rea~ons for beIng
potent before Student Org . . . wh~re she now IS were fe\~,
Why, just this year it urn ... and oblique and muffleq.
w.as .It
unh ...
oh yes! extended the 11- ?l~arly stated that th!,s glr~ 15 In
brary hours ... LBJ's Texas bar- ~aI1 because she saw mju~tICe bebecue hospitality puts us in mind mg done. and ~cted WIth. !Jer
of another famed 3.letter man's ~hole bemg agamst that InJuspractice of having wienie roasts tlCe; i.?at she was conironted by
for visiting
dignitaries
on the an unJust la~ and~s
any perfront lawn of the White House son of conSCIence IS bound to
...
'When President Johnson de- have done--she broke the law.
elared his "war on poverty," most
Central Issue Obscured
of this country's poor could watch
I was baffled as well as disaphim on their own private TV sets pointed by this, to me seemingly
. . We shouldn't be allowed to intentional,
obfuscation
of the
play with the Russians anymore central issue. We were asked to
. . . They always have to wingive simply out of that noble huthe Cold War, the Olympic~nd
man virtue, compassion.
It is
they're poor sports ...
We can heart-warming to see a group resit back and pat ourselves on the spond quickly and compassionback now that it's been disclosed ately to the needs of a girl in
that a high level RussIan was deep trouble. But simple com passpying on us . . . the State De- sion is not enough to meet even
partment
must be laughing
in a small fraction of the instances
their vodka _ . . The candidates of need - our resources of comfor Student Government must be passion and money are too limhaving a wonderful time discuss- ited. We must therefore select,
ing their platforms among them· and our selection can only be on
selves, following that mad scram- the basis of the principles inble at 6 p.m. to shift all name· volved.
cards to one table. . .
In my twelve years at ConnectiAnn Partlow I cut College. to my knowledge

I

't'!eve:

•

there has never, for example,
been an All College assembly for
the purpose of r~sing n:oney to
pay for an. abortion. ThIS. wOU~d
also be an Instance of a friend In
trouble whose troubles would be
multiplied and co~pounded
unless she got fin~clal help. There
is. clearly a ?ifference
between
this hypothetical case and the
case, of Mardon Walker. 1?tat difference was obscured dunng the
assembly or: Tuesday. Beca~e I
think the difference IS the difference of principle I think it must
be drawn in starkly clear terms
and must be looked at and under.
stood by the whole College community. I think that the :nood o~
the assembly. w~ to bail March
out of her principle as well as to
bail her out of the Atlanta jail. I
also think that Mardi should and
would refuse the one if it is contin gent on the other.
Fund Supports Integration
Mardon Walker is in jail now
because she acted to support of
the principle of "Freedom Now!"
She is in jail because she engaged
in radical direct action in an attempt to achieve Civil Rights and
Civil Liberties In a City where
both are suppressed. Support for
her in her suffering is support for
these principles. Whether intended or not, a gift to the Bond Fund
is a stance in support of the radical integration movement.
This,
as well as a feeling of compassion, is why I contributed to the
Bond Fund and why I am delight.
ed that it is a success.
Gordan Christiansen
Integration Through Legal Means
To the Editor:
The plea made at Tuesday's assembly for bond money to re-lease Mardon Walker from her
jail cell in Atlanta, Georgia, was
a moving challenge to the generosity at the members ofl the Connecticut Colle;ge community. All
of us should recognize .!the plight
of a fellow student and. make a
united effort to save her .from
her dangerous and Wlcomfortable
position.
The effort should be made, how·
ever, with the determination that
the community will never again
be faced with a similar sHuation.
A studenlt who goes to Spelman
College, or any place else for that
matter, as 'a repreS€'I1tative
of
Connecticg.t College should strive
to attain goals of racial equality
through
legal and constructive
methods.
Sit·ins, though dramatic,
are
neilther legal nor constructive. In·
stead of eliminating prejudice and
thus helping the Negro obtain deserved equality under law and
custom, sit·ins serve to strengthen existing prejUdices and magni·
fy the commonly held impression
of Negroes as a socially vagrant
and irresponsible race. Civil disobedience is not the only, nor is
it the best, way to promote an un·
bigdted attitude toward all indjviduals.
In recent years, many Df the
most important steps ,toward racial equality have been accomplished through
legal methods.
The Civil Liberties Union which
has been active in the integration
movement, has won many court
cases begun by their lawyers. The
greatest strides in the integration
of public schools have been made
through legal means.
Sit·ins, on the other hand, are
conducted mostly by young peorple who sincerely "want to
do
something,"
but Who,' through
lack of knowledge, inexperience,
and exercise of poor judgment defeat otl1eirown purpose by the antagonism which they arouse .
Students
who represent Connecticut College should be aware
of a host of legal and rational
weapons available to them in the
struggle
for
racial
equality.
Breaking a law will not change
it; discreditable
demonstrations
are ndt the answer to ingrained
prejUdices. I hope
Connecticut
College students
will recognize
this fact and move to correct unjust
laws
and
customs
not
through the irrationality
of sitins, but through the intelligent
exercise of citizenship.
...
Cynthia Miller '66

See "Letters to Ediror"-Page 6
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New Semester Brings New Ilo.eizons

·
A rea Vrban Renewa l PrOJect
Increases Racial Segregatw· n

them that you have been discriminated against. There is an Inhibition toward
complaining
and
many

persons

wouJd rather

•

I

say

nothing. There is also a fear of

Wi.th the Urba.n Rene:va1 and Seng, of the Connecticut College reprisal; in one instance a man
low mco~e housing projects un- English
department,
who has was fired from his job for having
der. way 11l N.ew ~ndon, ~e'W and formed a committee of white peo- complained of discrimination.
serious considerations
will have pIe who check such situations. If
There are racial groblems right
to be given to the problems of dis- a person feels that he has been here in New London, find stucrimination
and segregation
in turned down arbitrarily, he may dents and faculty from our camNew London.
consult the commtttee: the com- pus are committed and should be
Miss Torrey of the psychol ogy rruIttee
ee !In t urn WIill c h'ec k to see involved. Connecticut College has
department
of. Connecti.cllt Col- if the apartment has suddenly be- recently been involved with well
lege has been Involved tn many come vacant, in which case ac- publicized 'foreign aid' programs,
aspects of th~ racial situation
in tion could be taken against' the with several of our students emgeneral, having worked on and owner under the 10caJ fair hous- broiled
In
raciaJ
situations
participated
in the march
on ing law.
throughout
the nation. Equally
Washingtton~ D. C. S~e is presentComplaints Prove Embarraaslmr
important
but less well publily engaged In work In New Lon.
t:>
eized, are those members of the
don dor voter registration and for
There are, however, few such student body
and .the faculty
the NAACP.
Close contact with complaints. It is embarrassing
to who are actively engaged in local
the town through work on hous- have to go to someone else to tell "domestic aid.'
Carolyn Holmes (left), a senior at New London High School, visits
ing legislation last year, agitation
an astronomy
classroom for a session with her volunteer tutor,
for housing ordinances, and creaThe outside world blasts u.s for being egocentric and
Maryann Golart '65.
tion of a board to consider housing discrimination in the summer
unaware. Girls sit around the snack shop sipping coiof 1963 have provided
Miss Tor.
fee and talking about doing something usejul in the dim
.,.,
.,
rey with
some inlteresting Inand distant future. Yet at this moment members of the
sights into the racial situation in
falJUlty and students are actively tackUng some of New
New London.
London's most pressing problems. And what is more,
Discrimination,
Not Open Segrethey are getting things done.
Last spring, the Civil Rights tored by Elizabeth Niklasch, an
gration
This joint effort of students and factdty is not new.
Group at Connecticut College saw Austrian exchange student who
The problem in New London is
FacUlty members, to whom New London is home, have
a need and decided to do some- looks on her tutoring as a way 01
generally found in the form of
long been aware of the community's problems, Q"ietly
thing about It. From their insight expressing her gratitude to Amerdiscrimination as opposed to ramand ~Lnobtrusively they have been soliciting the aid of
has grown a tutorial
program ica for giving her the opportunity
pant segregation. segregation
interested students to work with them in attacking spethat today involves 40 Connecti- to study here. Before corning to
curs more often between specific
eific social dilemmas.
cut College undergraduates
who Connecticut
College,
Elizabeth
houses and apartments
and
in
have volunteered their time and completed one year at the Universmall areas rattier than through.
The whole sociology department, for example, has beenergy to tutor a like number of sity of Vienna and plans to r'eout wide-spread areas. ,As a spegum work on several projects and is getting ready to
students from New London High turn there next fall.
cific example, there is one section
embark on others. Under the direction of Mrs. KenSchool.
.,
.
Students Prepare for College
of Green Street upon which are
nedy, eighteen girls are 'Working in social aaencies in
Or-iginally instttuted,
wath the.
In contrast,
the high school
,~ocated three apartment
buildthe New London a'rea. Also under Mrs. Kennedy's auscooperation of the Northern Stu- t students who ask for supplemenmgs; MO house Negroes, the othpices, Hilary Ha'rrington is 'working at the Juvenile
dent Movement, to help stem high tary work with a tutor in order to
er is all white and will not accept
Court in connection 'lvt'1hher independent study.
school dropouts among Negro stu- improve their changes for col·
Negro· occupants. In other areas
Miss Macklin has recently become aware of another
dents, the program is now bira- lege acceptance, want
help
in
''''IT\arbnents have --'th Negro and
cial, open to any student recom· mathematics
and the sciences.
-~
~
problem facing the community-the
plight of the Puerto
white
residents.
mended by the Ne'\N London High Such
is the case of
Carolyn
Thus the problem is not yet one
Rican,in New London. She 'will be aided in further reSchool Guidance Office or his indio Holmes, a senior in the college
of segregation,
but the possibilisea1'ch by Hope Batchelder who has chosen this topic
vidual teachers. Some of the !tu- preparatory
program
at New
ties for more and larger areas
for her independent study.
tees are not in academic difficulty" London High School, who is being
of segregation
to develop may
.N ew developments and c'urrent findings of these combut have sought the help of a ~.; tutored in astronomy by ConnectgrOW' as the housing project conmunity projects will be featured in periodic progress 1·etor to improve an already satis- icult College junior Maryann Gotinues. This is because Urban Reports in future issues of Conn Census.
factory r~rd..
An example .of j lart of New London. Carolyn is
newal requites movement of pee- ,~
..) such ambltlOn IS one Negro gIrl one of only three girls in a class
as mar:ed II of thirty students who are taking
pIe from the buildings to be dewhose all-A re~ord
stroyed to new dwellings. \Vhen
only by a B In somal studies., an advanced course in astronomy
large
groups
of persons
are
Through the New London chapter and oceanography
at the High
moved, the effect is usually an in01' the NAACP, she solicited the School. Carolyn is doing well in
crease in segregation,
for
the
aid of a Conneoticut College tu- her studies, but she felt that adtendency is to move in groups to
.,
tor, and finished the semester ditional tutorial help in astrono·
'shed groups
with straight A's~
my would clarify ~he principles
already
establl
other
.th .
t t·
0'
Eight students from the Col- racially mixed neighborh6ods and College Junior Aids l\-Iath Student of the course and aid her in o'b·
w ' thIncreabsl cOl:cen {~0!1' ~: lege spent the better part of last seek out aU the Negro residents.
Another Negro tutee, Jacque- ta,ining a higher grade. On several
of
e ,pro ems mvo v "s In the Saturdaay
working
under Miss We a sec
ked
a h f amI'1 y Weer
h th
line Fields, a New London High occasions, her tutor has brought
re- d eve Iopmen t program
I
TOI,'rey on
the New
London they
't
ed t
t
d
n,eoedn
W(oh'aCvhercto~fdu~~a~
~~e~~:;
DNrAI'vAeCP.
's
Voter
RegistraJtion if no~er;a~~gI\~~
i~f~~~~~n
i~~~~~~ga~ ~~e:d rae:o;~t~~fe~~~~S etqOu~p~e~llefne
t
about doing so. Most of us found foron help in advanced
y
'on
before
it
becomes
in
m,athemat- I eluding the telescope. In her' de-segregat,
.
We gathered
,·n the morning ou~s eves
I
. pr ed omma
' t eIy w h'tI e ies. Nanoy MaDon of Winchester, tennination to go to college, Carotensified and concentrated.
In
bl
' for a brief session, and were as- nelghbor~oods .. ~e
could
not Mass., a Connecticut College J'un- lyn has also taken a J·obweekday
Apartments
Unaccounta
Y
signed in pairs to ring doorbells hel p fIb
t I kIths eu. s.
•Vacant
ee mg ,a lIe
jor majoring in malfu, responded a:flternoons and saturdays to help
• d.
,.
on designated streets. We set out
The h.ou.smg pa.btern 10 New, to the caB. Now Jackie finds that defray foreseen college expenses.
Specific examples O.L ISCrl1Tlma-with some nervousness, but the Lo d
tion have occurred. There is the first doo:r!bell was the hardest.
n on .IS Int~restIng. We sa~ no just being able to explore with l\1r. Seng Helps Iititiate Program
'th four chl'l
one all-InclUSIVe ghetto.
I,t ap- Nancy the points that have been
Among those who were instrucase 0f th e man W1
. - Soon we were no longer wonderdren who dwells at present in a ' g what we were going to say
pears, however,
that neighbor- presented in class helps ber to un- mental in setting up the tutorial
'ch has In
.
ho.ods a.re smaller than
one depstand better the abstract i't'he· pmgram last February was Dr.
th ree room apar t men t w h,
mission was to go
into ~Ig.
ht thi n k... I n many cases, ~he orems and formulae she is study·' Peter J. Seng assistant professor
been
called "crummy"
at best. __Our
-'-____________
Three children sleep in one bed in
sltua~lOn IWlthm a block ~oo~ 1ike ing. Jackie hopes that the one ex- of English, who serves as an adthe front room, while the youngco-eXIstence, .fo~ the mdIvldual tra hour she spends each week in visor'to the student members of
est sleeps in the kitchen-dining·
apartment bUIldIngs are generally discussion with her tutor will be the Civil Rights Group and aells
living room area. The rent is $50
Oth?ugh not Invan~bly.) ,elt.her more than compensated
by her as the College's official represena month, but the man in question
wh~te or .Negro.
DIscnmmatlOn, improved chances of being accept- tative to the program.
It was
can afford better lodgings;
his
WhICh eXIsts here as everywhere,
ed by the college of her choice.
through the aid and advice of Dr.
problem is to find them and be
seems to oper~te, on the scale. of a The tutorial program is adminis- Seng that the project received the
admitted to them. A similar case
cl~st~r of bUl~dmgs
a sIn?1e istered by a sub-committee of the official sanction of !both Connectiis thalt of a service man who also
bUil~Ing. One gets the ImpreSSIOn Civil Rights Group, headed
by cut College and
New
London
wishes to move, but is confronted
There is a rebellion,going on in of tm.y pockets where Negroes Rona Shor of Great Neck, N. Y., High School and became a reality.
with the following sequence, time 'New York City today. It is a re- may lIve, s~,~ounded by' vaster and junior Pa'tricia
Olson
of
Now, four afternoons
a week,
after time: he hears of a place bellion carried on by one of the areas marked hands off.
Chappaqua,
N. Y. Assignments
the College station wagon transavailable for rent, telephones to few tactics that the Negro is able
.La,st Saturday marked. ~he .be- are made by the sub-committee ports volunteer tutors from their
see it! there is a vacancy, is told to employ-the
economic boy- ~Innmg of stude~t pa:tIClpat.lOn from a list of volunteers
who hilltop campus to the New Lonthere is, arrives to check it, and cotto And slowly people are be- In the Voter .RegIstration Dnve. have been approved for this ex· don YWCA where facilities have
is turned down. Has the apart· ginning to hearThe fire, and slaw- We ~ere finding ,out how to do tracurricular
work by the Office generously
been made available
menlt suddenly been taken, or is ly they are reacting to the war. our Job by expenment
and ex- of the Dean of the College. AI- to the tutorial program. There tuthe.. man turned down because of It is a war against an aristocracy perience,
yve cove~ed ~mlY a though 40 tutors have been as- tors and turt:ees keep their weekly
his color?
-the
slum lords-in
NE"\vYork small fractIOn of resldentIal New signed, the list is iby no means de- appointments.
Scheduled to last
One possible mode of solution and, as James Baldwin told a London. The Drive, with increas- plated, and the Civil Rights Group an hour these sessions often run
has been esta'blished by Mr, Peter large gathering at a rent strike \ing student
participation,
will welcomes inquiries from interes· longer_\~hen the work at hand berally, "It is going to be harder continue throughout
the semes- ed high school students.
comes so absorbing
that clockand harder because the revolution ter.
Volunteer Tutors Indicate
watching is forgotten.
Help Wanted: NAACP
has got to revise the entire sysCdllege participation in cooperPreferences
Y\VCA Conunends Tut.ors
voter Registration Drive
tern in order for us, as Negroes, ation
with the local
NAACP I When they volunteer, tutors in·
.Miss Marian Granfield
execuContact: 1\olarcia Geyer
to live and .in ?order for the coun· marks, in the opinion of ~his re'l dicate t~e areas in which they tive--director of the YWCA, is imBox 683
try to survIve.
porter, a very healthy Slgn for are qualIfied and would prefer to pressed by Ithe seriousness
and
or Polly Coe
Mr. Baldwin is right In order our· student body. All through the teach-usually
subjects related to hard
work of the Connecticut
Box 299
for this country to survive, there year the College has sponsored the field of their major concen· College
tutors and theiI; tutees
must be a complete revision of a lectures and discussions,
culmi- Itration, The subjects that seem and commends them for their efsystem which, if allowed to con- nating in our CivH Rights Confer- to cause high school students the forts. The closeness of the ages of
Dr. Marion Fay, Dean of tinue, will destroy the Negro ence. These have been, on the most difficulty and that occasion tutors and Mees seems to inWomen's Medical College in race in this country and, in do· w~ole, well attended. Our Civil the greatest nllJll'ber of requests crease their ease of communicaPhilad~lphia, will speak on i~g so, will destroy the entire na- RIghts G:oup has grown tz:emend- for help are history, English, and tion and thereby intensify their
application to their studies.
"Women in.},1 edicine" on tIOn. A democracy, based (as we ously tillS year. Also thIS year foreign languages.
'February 20 at 7:45 in the are told) o~ equ~lity and justice" several students have joined the . After a semester of tutoring, a For some of the tutors, their
cannot sUI"VlveWIth a rotten core New London
chapJer
of the hIgh school sophomore who was assignments
this past semester
Student Lounge in Crozierimmorality and degeneracy. It NAACP. Now we are finally go- having trouble
with first-year were repeat performances.
Ten
Williams.
The lecture will of
is this that the school boycott ing out into. t.he co~munity
to German, reports, "I'm starting to C1f the volunteers
were among
be sponsored
by Science
sought !\:o combat and that the, a.ctua~!y. pa.rtlcIpate. I~ . construe- ~ass my tests now!1l Michael Dev- the original group who began the
Club aoo open to the public.
"KWlStJer"-Page
41ti,ve CIVll nghts actIVIties. l\1.G.lJm of New London is being tu- tutorial project in February 1963.
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Teachers College of Columbia
Requests Teachers for Mrica
For the fourth consecutive year, Teachers
College or Maker-ere
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- University, Kampala, Uganda, or
versity, is seeking American col- at both institutions.
Upon cornlege graduates
to prepare
for pletion of training, the teachers
teaching service in the secondary will receive
two-year
appointschools of East Africa.
ments as salaried education officThe college has undertaken the ers in East Africa.
recruitment,
selection and trainAlthough
preference
in selecing of the candidates at the re- tion will be given to applicants
quest of the Agency for Interna- who are single, married persons
tional Development of the State may apply and, if chosen, win reDepartment. Teachers are 'needed ceive travel allowances for dein Kenya, Tanganyika,
Uganda pendents. However, it is not posand zanzibar.
sible for both husband and wife
The East African governments
to be employed with the project.
have requested
more than 100
A brochure with details of the
teachers in the fields of biology, program can be obtained by writ.
chemistry.
English, geography. ing to: Teachers for East Africa,
history, mathematics and physics Teachers College, Columbia Unifor employment beginning in the versity, New York, N_ Y. 10027
fall of 1964. To date, Teachers
College has selected and trained. proceedings, and no slumlord unsome 400 teachers under thi;s pro- derstands what his tenants mean

gram.

Students Meet Local Policemen:
Find Officers Constantly Alert

/

Conn-Quistador

at

Around nine thirty last Sunday
morning, two innocents filled with
the spirit of adventure and curiosity went down into New London to take some photographs for
Conn census. The travelogue began at the Block Island ferry
dock and followed a co u r s e
through two of the major slum
areas in New London. The spectacle was a bit strange, we must
I admit: running
about town early
on a Sunday morning wben most
sensible people are either asleep
or in church, laden with cameras
and snapping only the dingiest
and most tumble-down
scenes.
Having finished the tour around
twelve, the innocents returned to
campus for the rest of the afternoon, venturing
forth again in
the evening to have dinner at the
Holly House.
We noticed a rather dapper
looking gentleman eyeing us from
a far off corner, but gave this
little note.
Then somewhere in
the middle of dessert, said gentleman appeared at the table side

work

Yale Turns Co-ed;
Conn'I'acts Students

Via Radio Waves

and inquired about the success of
the morning's adventures;
thinking him a local observer, we replied that it had been most fun.
He went on to suggest that far
more interesting photos could be
obtained from the top of the Gold
Star bridge which would encom.
pass a view of Electric
Boat,
Pfizer, the navy yards, etc. We
were somewhat surprised at this
suggestion, as we had little interest in these rather sanitary look.
ing installations
and were more
concerned with the local tenements. The man went on to note
hew we had 'stuck mainly to the
slum area,' and suggested some
other lower class areas we might
try. The curious little interlude
concluded with something to the
effect that: "Well, Detective Frazer (sp?) and I thought it was
very interesting ...
" 'There we
had been, two people, and the alleys and' backways of New London ours to discover and record,
and 10 there were four, two discovering and recording us! The
New London police were there all
the time.
The local police force is an institution which few people bother
to take note of unless there is an
incident of sufficient violence and
gore to draw the attention of the
local newspapers
and gossip. In
periods of relative quiet, no one
knows that the police exist, that
they are constantly alert. Those
two
oblivious
innocents
mentioned above found to their surprise that in New London at
least, representatives
of law and
order are to be found in- all sorts
of odd corners, at equally odd
times.
M.R.

unless he sees his pocketbook get.
Rampant numphomania
on the
Those interested are urged to ting smatter. By withholding his
Never!
apply
immediately.
Applicants rent, the oppressed "slum-dwell- Conn College campus?
Suggestive? Me? But a Conn Colmust be United States citizens. er" is using the most effective
lege
girl always represents
her
Arts and science gradua tes and weapon he has for the elimination
college--she's
the epitome of the
graduating seniors with no teach- of a condition Which is all
too prim and proper collegiate miss!
ing experience but professionally
typteal of urban 'America.
"when in the course of human
trained, certified graduates
with
What this means is not merely events it becomes necessary ...
no teaching experience and exper- that some. Negroes in New York
huh? The role of the college stuienced teachers are all eligible to
City want better housing condi- dent in the community. Campus
apply for- the program.
tions. The implications
are far- or chaos. Ghandian methods of
Accepted candidates
will re- reaching, and the problem, like
non-violence in the Civil Rights
ceive
training
fellowships
at
that of education, is no longer a movement. Malice in Traveland.
Negro problem. It is a problem of Ttfe bicycle menace on campuspoverty, of discr-imination,
of un- and there are parking problems
employment
of automation,
and at Yale? Satire on mixers-veriThere once was a dream. In the
(Continued. from Palle Three)
of an insufficient government par- fied at Yale. Electronic
music, Twentieth century, the standard
ticipation in alleviating conditions Poe poetry, and the red laughof living and general, well-being
'which plague millions of Ameri- aaaaaaaaaaagh,
choke sputter. A had grown by leaps and bounds.
cans. Like the school 'boycott, the TIlMEly discussion between
two Now the last obstacle to our Utorent strike is not motivated by a unsuspecting
Yale men (one in pia had been overcome. From tne
desire to break the law but rath- the guise of debating club head dawra of history, man had been
er to make the law work. And unfortunately)
and two
Conn plagued by the need of external
the law must be made to work if girls on Conformity. A Conn-test support to allay his fears of the
real democracy is to develop and with sybaritic Conn girl as first ever-dark insecurity which threatlast.
prize-a
Saybrook
sophomore
Organization Required
having won this date to our mid- ened to engulf him. The members speedily cause our downfall, our
of our increasingly
affluent and death, in fact. It was hardly neeWhat is needed now is organi- winter weekend. And, of course, creative
society were overwhelmessary to say how we enlightened
zation of the ur-ban populations
music.
ingly victorious
in their
earn- ones 'would comment on this exwho suffer under the wide- spread
This was CONN TACT.
You paign against the infamous moninequalities. These groups must might have been there. The time: ster. Now, man could stride brisk- traordinary
'belief. However,
it
of dire significance to our
exert the necessary pressure in Friday evening, February
7, 5- ly through life with his support was
cause
that
the
Surgeons
were
adaorder to generate solutions. They 6:30 and 9-1 a.m.
The
place:
in his pocket. Our new mant in their belief. These Surare not, however, a solution.
A WYBC, Yale radio. The action: a securely
security had been secured by the
solution will mean vast economic coup d'etat. Conn conquers {nat- addition of one tiny formula in a geons were in desperate need of
and political changes throughout
age of inven- our help. It seemed that the most
urally by captivating).
The con- truly remarkable
the country. The rent strike, the sequences? CONN TAC!'.
tion. The mere combination of a practical way to reform these peeschool boycott,
the organization
Arriving with the express pur- few shredded leaves with a shred pIe would be to allow ourselves
of labor, the nen-vlolent
demon- pose or providing entertainment,
of cheap paper ignited by a shred to faB in with them. By going to
strations
are only beginning's. WCNI proposed to aid Yale men of even cheaper cardboard
had partment at Connecticut had exThey should never be seen as
sufficed to make man's life sheer the very source of the problem,
in the pursuit of those inalienable
with our security orf course seends, and a solution to anyone of rlgtits of strife, liberty, and the bliss.
cure, we could devise the best
the problems
about which they pursuit of academia, or wife, Iibof Sublimity
means to counteract their difficulare concerned should never be ac- erty, and the pursuit of corrrpan- • We Height
had reached the pinnacle of
cepted as an end. They are merely ionship-c-as you like it! (Apolo- self-sufficient
satisfaction.
We ties.
parts of what is to be a long
A Rude AWakening
gies to the Declaration
and
to could now reach down from the
chain of advancement which must Shakespeare.)
to aid
The dream has evaporated, felAt
this
point height or our sublimity
materialize
if democrary
is to
unfortunate
souls strug- low smokers. The psychology deWeNT denies that it has any con- those
survive.
in the
nection whatsoever with the lun- gling along the path of unreality. pressed a great Interest
Housing Oonditions Reflect Whole
atic fringe-it
is beyond
the The case in point was that class findings of the Surgeon General's
Society
known Report. They are also enthusiastfringe an -the semantics make all of lbenighted individuals
If the critics of the boycott as
ic about the possibility of conthe difference. Signing off: one--; as Surgeons. More particularlya tactic would realize that ratthe members of this group
who ducting 'a clinic pursuant
to the
two-------three!
ridden apartments
are results of
had laboriously compiled a 387 aims stated in the report.
a degenerating
society and that
page study on not-50-cheap paper,
A solution is :possi'ble-A smokthey can only be abolished by a
criticizing that glorious
inven- ing clinic, for the duration of a
Reverend
to
Counsel
... --------~__ --·Ivast
revision of society, and ·if
tion, our mainstay and true light. week, for one hour a day, could
Tickets to the New York
they can see that nothing will be
The Surgeon.General's
Report provide the real ansv.rer.
Campus
Protestants
World's Fair will be on sale
done without
organized protest,
Many Connecticut girls have ex- stated that our invention was not 1r:~:;:..:::::;:;::;~T;es;:sa;:~Mill~:::·e1r
at reduced rates at the bur· then perhaps they will see tllat
but
downright
sar's office in Fanning
on
the rent strike is a valid weapon pressed a desire to have some only ethereal,
Wednesday
and
Thursday,
in the revolution.
sort af religion-affiliated counsel- hamlful! In fact. it would not en·
February 19 and 20, from 9-12
No mother in the most prosper. or available on campus, to whom able us .to pursue the good life,
Every Tuesday and Friday
could go with
personal assured o'.f success, but it would
and 1-5. Adults' tickets will
ous country in the ,world should they
be $1.35 and children's $.68.
have to guard her child's crib for doubts, problems, or questions. In
20% Off'Regular Rales for
Reductions are available only
fear t'hat he might be bitten by a an attempt to fulfill this need, the
College Girls
•
ROY
for tickets
bought
at this
rat, or perish in ,blazes which rage United Protestant Group has artime.
through sub·standard
tenements ranged with the Rev. Richard Van
ROCCO'S
~UoUND"'NG
of
the
Presbyterian
every day. Is such a mother ask- Deusen,
BEAUTY
SALON
'~:'~".::"':;O'AGI
ing too much when she demands Church in Groton, to come on
443-2138
85
Slate
campus
once
a
week.
Mr.
Van
freedom from the fear which has
COURTESY
plagued her life?
Is the rent Deusen will be in the Meditation
basement,
DRUG STORE
strike's slogan,
"No Rent
for Room: in the Chapel
FAR EAST HOUSE
119 State St.
442-5857 Rats," too strong? I think not. every Tuesday afternoon, from
President
Johnson has declared 4:00 to 5:30 p.m. He has also inCheclu Crnhed
- ORIENTAL GIFfSwar on poverty.
Many people dicated that, should girls wish to
Free Delivery
have already joined the armies. talk with him at some other time,
22 Green Street
Charge Aceounr.
It they don't win this war, we wiU they should feel free to call him
New
Loudon, Conn.
at his home: 445-8348.
all lose.
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Mrs. Emil Chanlett
Presents Problems
Of Latin America

The Fading Dramatic Scene
Ed. note:
The Fading Dramatic Scene is
a two part series dlscusslng the
various dramatic groups on campus. The first article on Wig and
Candle is the result of an interview with MIss HAzlewood. ad.
visor,
and
Hilary
Hinchman,
president, and is a general study
ext t t
rati
in
~gth:"d
C~';'.dl:.
seoonO: article will consider the problems
of Experimental
Theater
and
Compet Plays.

A Times
correspondent
once
said, ''There are no experts on
Latin America, only degrees of
ignorance." Mrs. Emil Chanlett's
lecture, the fourth in a series
given in honor of Mary Foulke
Morrison, was an attempt at lowering this degree of ignorance.
One of the main points
'Mrs.
Chanlett
made was
that
the
troubles and issues in Latin AmerWhat is the point of sponsorI
lea are not a II comp Ie t e y d ue t 0
. filt ti
b t to a ing Dramatics for an unenthusiCommums" t In
ra ron, " hi
u
tb astic and unreceptive
campus?
number 0f e Iements. W It III
e Wig and candle, Compet Plays
bli
f
Latin
Am
twenty repu
cs 0
er.
Theater seem
rca, thItese e emen s are d!IVlided and Experimental
.Into severa It' ca egories; coIon iaI to be suffocating to death under
lend a sys t em, th e the oppressive aid of a disinterpa Iterns.. tb e h acien
ilit
d th f
ested student body. Where once
Ch urch, tern
h
ary, an
e amil
valuable, the purposes of these
y.
various dramatic groups are fad.
The colonial patterns, with the
lnfl
f
th
S
.
h
nd
ing
as student and faculty supt
grea 1 uence 0
e parus a
P o rt ugue se c uJtu res upon the pea - port is weakening.
.
t 0 th e
The first article of this series
ple, was never con d UCIve
I
ns - will consider Wig and Candle.
es t a bliISh men t 0f po Ilti
1 ca respo
ibil lty, as they have always had The purpose of Wig and Candle
once used to be the production of
an au th on itari
rran herit
err age.
·
hacl
d
serious and stimulating
drama;
The paterna IIStiC
acien a syst em crea t es comp Ie t e se If -s utIi - lately the purpose seems to be
. I'
f
h simply the indifferent production
clency an d ISOation
rom
t e
tt
al
of two plays, claims Miss Hazleod
more m ern
na Ion
governmerit. Thus the different Inde- wood, director and faculty advisor
. It ura I grops
pen dent agncu
are of Wig and Candle.
both culturally end economically
No Support for Dramatics
independent.
Either there is no talent on this
The Church in Latin America is campus, an explanation
which
so all-pervading that the people seems highly unlikely; or the talare "surrounded by church ethos ent is going to waste behind
and symbolism." Thus .the Church closed doors, hibernating
in the
is the one Western
institution
library, playing bridge in the T.V.
that has penetrated
the Indian room, or simply wasting time.
culture. The
military has been This second alternative
comes
the one stabilizing influence, al· closer to explaining
the feeble
though
as Mrs. Chanlett
said, participation
in Wig and Candle.
there is a trend away from the The fact is, the club is not getmiHtary dictatorships.
The
one ting the talent OJ' the support
other factor important in under- needed; and both the students
standing
Latin America is the and the faculty are to blame!
great in~uence of and loy~lty to
Students Fear Serious Pla.ys
the farruly. Thr<:mgh thIS f~ct,
The basic problem seems to be
there h8:s been lIttle. responSible the Choice of play. In the pas..t
leadershIp on th~ soclal level. As... few years Wig and Candle proM~s.. Chanlett saId, they wa!1t the duced a ser.ious typ~ of drama.
pnvileges ~f. ~~ocrac):'
wI~hout Ultimately the club IS supposed
~he responSIbilItIes
of natIOnal· to be alile to choose its play; but
Ism.
the members are aware of a con. As example~ qf the p.r0blems flict between their tlecision and
in these countne~,
sl].e dl~cussed faculty
opinion.
Past
serious
those of ArgentIna, BraZ:il, and drama did not induce enough talPeru. All of ~em have .d~fferent ented people to tryout;
it also
standatds of lIteracy, polItICS, and did not draw a crowded audience.
economics. The one problem com- In short it did not appeal to the
Thursday. February
13 at
mon to all -of them is that of the students: A serious play involves
6:45 Dr. KUrt Opitz of the
ever·expanding
papulation.
The arduous work' but students seem
Gennan department will give
population is eX'pected to triple by to be afraid t~ attempt this chal·
a lecture entitled "'The New
the year 2000. This one.facto.r.af.
lenge of complex roles and stimuRea.lities 01 the German Nov·
fects all the others sOClo·pohtlco· lating parts. Is the splendid title
economic problems.
of Auntie l\lame needed to fill the
The lecture, sponsored
by the Gennan club wllI be
As the United States delegate auditorium?
Must students
be
concerned with the developto the Inter-American Commilttee bribed with the spectaCUlar, the
, ment of the German novel in
of Women, which is a part of the colorful the entertaining?
Worse
the last twenty years sInce
~.A.S., M~s. Chan:1ett is well-qual· yet, is' the audience
mentally
the war.
iified to dISCUSSthe extent
to lazy? Must viewers be persuaded
which we are affected by the but- and enticed into audience partici_

;;:pe

Odetta

Odetta, "Folk Song First Lady,"
To Perform Sunday in Palmer
Some thirty years ago Odetta explored the field of blues, apwas born in Birmingham,
Ala- peared in TV dramas, and acted
barna. While in school in the Los in the film version of Faulkner's
Angeles area, she discovered that Sanctuary, her roots are in the
music was her language.
From folk tradition; it is in this field
the Tin Angel to the Blue Angel, I that
she
indisputably
excels.
Odetta sang her way into the Moved by ideals and passions
leading echelon of American folk grounded in historical
soil, she
artists.
Performances
at Town stirs up in her audience memoHall, Carnegie Hall, the 1960 and t-ies and experiences buried in the
1961 Newpor-t Folk Festivals, and mind and heart. Her powerfully
many other places impressed up- emotional voice and driving, pul·
on audiences her vocal majesty sating guitar give expression to
and emotional projection. At Car- deep human feeling.
negie Hall in May, 1960, Belafonte
Powerful singing is seasoned
introduced
Odetta as t:he "First by her warm sense of humor and
Lady of the Folk Song," a title almost inaudibly shy speaking
which she still holds.
voice. At Town Hall she explained
Although
Odetta has recently why she hadn't been to see a cinemascope movie in which she appeared: ',Because I couldn't stand
the idea of seeing myself sprawled from over there to over there."
Odetta is a delight between songs
as well as a captivating folk artist.
The resonance and depth of
Mrs. Jeanette
Brooks Hersey, tone of Odetta's voice and guitar,
associate
director of admissions along with depth of human feelat Connecticut College, attended ing, effected at UConn this past
a three-day· conference
at New October mass response to a song
Colleg in Sarasota, Florida, last dedicated to Ralph Allen and the
week.
,cause
he and others stand for.
The purpose of the conference Three years ago Princetonians
was to acquaint those attending stood applauding for fifteen min·
with the new concepts in educa- utes after Odetta had left the Mction developed by rfhe administra- Carter Theater. Seeing and heartion of New College, which will ing this artist, for that she truly
welcome its lfirst freshman class is, is an experience never to be
next september.
forgotten. Her art is of the soul
At the conference, Mrs. Hersey and blood of the human race.
introduced New College's recently Words cannot do Odetta justice:
appointed
Dean of Admissions, if you want to understand, listen
Robert J. Norwine, formerly Wes~ to her.
Suzan Dill
leyan University
~n Middletown.
Mrs. Hersey also participated. in
workshops on various aspects of
collegf! admissions work.
Mrs. Hersey will alsO represent
Connecticut College at the Filfth
Coruference on International
EdAccording
to Mrs.
Mynena
ucation, sponsored by the In?ti- Leith, .editor of "Summer Bmploy·
tute for International
EducatIOn ment Directory:'
there is an in·
in cooperation with national and crease
of approximately
10%
international
Participating
and over last year in summer
jobs
Observer
Organizations.
The for 1964 available to students and
theme of the conference will be teachers throughout
the United
'~National Development Through States. The greatest increase
is
International
Education: Barriers found in summer camps, swnmer
theatres and resorts in the New
and Breakthroughs,"
and will be England and North-eentral states.
held February
12-15 'at the May"
flower Hotel in Washington, D. C.
A limited number of jobs are
This conference is the fifth in open at the New York World's
a series of meetings
which have Fair; students who want to go to
contributed significantly to the de- the Fair can obtain a job in the
velopment of educational coopera- eastern states within "day's off"
u'on, to the
advancement
of distance of New York.
Some
knOWledge and ideas in interna- camps plan a trip to the Fair as a
tiona! education,
and
to the part of their planned program of

Mrs. Hersey Visits
Education Meeting
On New Methods

Job Directory Lists
Open Employment

gr0\\0:h of public support for ex·
change-of-persons
pro g ram s.
Those attending will include educators
foundation' executives,
'goverlll~ent dfficials, leaders in
labor and industry,
and civic
leaders.
\
Among
the high'lights of the
conference
will be the Awards
Dinner on Friday February 14, to
which President Lyndon B. John·
Son has been invited. Others who
f
will ,partici!pate in the con erence
are Lucius D. Battle, Assistant
Secretary of St8!te; Edward
R.
Murr~,
former director of the
U. S. Information Agency; Tom J.
Mboya, Minister for Justice, Kenya; ,and Senator J. William Fulb "
b
f
rIght JD.-Arkansas),
mem er 0
the Foreign Relations Committee.

\

ac¥~~tie~964 "Summer

e""

I

come
o'f theThrough
problems
Latin
America.
her oflecture,
she made
clear
the extenlt t9
which we should fee! a commit·
ment to these problems, and the
amount that we all have at stake.
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FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!
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Hotel

Reservations

Air Tickets
Holiday

Barbie
Buys Her

Reservations

European

KLINGER~AN
Travel,

Inc.

*

Tours

Steamship

Tickets

11

Bank St., New London
Phone GI 3-2855
For tbe Best In Travel Service

Shoes

Employ-

,

at

ment Directory" lists 35,000 specific summer job opportunities
all over the country, names and
address of ·the employers which
offer them, salary, and a sample
letter of application and personal
data sheet to assist in m~g
appllcation. Employers ar~ li~ed at
theIr request 'and they mV1te ap·
plloation from college students.
Students who would like- to obtam" an individual copy may ask
for ."Swnmer
Employment
!Oirectory" at the bookstore or OJ:der by mail by sending. $3 (s~lal
college price) to Natronal Drrec·
tory Servjce, Box 32065, Dept. C,
Cincinnati
Ohio 45232.
Mark
"rush" fo~ first-class mailing.

paton?
Audiences seem to have
reached the state 01 mental iner- .
tia; they expect an interpretation
to be done for them, suggests
Miss Hazlewood.
Drama Is Purpose
With a view toward the spring
production, Hi 1a r y Hinchman,
president of Wig and Candle, is
aware of the problems the club
will encounter in choosing a play.
Auntie Marne's smashing success
last semester should indicate the
type of play which appeals to
this student body. Yet the final
Pll1'"TV'OC!O of Wig and candle,
HU.....t""~
ary feels, is drama, the value of
which lies in the "happy medium"
between profound drama and slmpIe entertainment.
The spectacular served as a means to this end.
By presenting a first-rate production of talent and enthusiasm,
Wig and candle showed its packed
audience that it had "the capacity
to produce successful
drama,"
which was Hilary's intent. The
ball is now in the hands of the
student body and faculty. Student
enthusiasm
must
be extended
toward
the spring
production.
With the recent success still fresh
in their minds, talented and interested girls must become aware of
the unlimited possjbtlttles for Wig
and Candle's future work; they
must participate in order to reach
the club's final goal.
Faculty ~upport Needed
The faculty's duty lies in supporting the club's production at
the various levels of its progress.
Whether the play be of the 'spectacular'
Auntie Marne type or
something of a more serioUS na.
ture, the faculty must show interest and spirit. The success of
Wig and Candle requires this support. Perhaps even more faculty
participation
might be effected.
The burden of responsibility,
however, rests for the most part
upon the students.
A dramatics
club needs backing; a play needs
an audience.
Attendance at the
productions
expresses
not only
school spirit; audience participation from a large number of in·
terested viewers expresses a de·
sire to see Wig and Candle reach
its ultimate goal on this campus:
drama worthy of the talent and
capacity which this campus affords.
L White
_

CARWINS
Fashions in Footwear

Pappagallo
115

•

State

Street

442·8870

~ __

Add solid secretarial skills and exact business knowledge to y~ur
academic learning. Berkeley SChool graduates win responsible, well-pa~lng
positions in exciting fields - advertising,. reta.iH~g, pUblishin~, bankmg,
government; in museums and schools, With airlines and architects.
Special Executive Secretarial
guished faculty.
Career guidance
Begin at B~rkeley!

BERKELEY
I
-..,I
SCHOOL

Course for College Women. Dis!inand free lifetime pJacement service.

Come in, call, or write for catalog W.
420 lexlngtllD Ayenae, New York 17, New Yor1t MU 5·3418
122 Maple Avenue, White Plains, Hew York
22 Prospect Street, East

Oranie,

New
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"privatism" or the "count-me-out"

Letters to Editor
(ConUDued
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ConnCenlul

P811:e
Six

from

Pan

attitude.

"This is the attitude

of

being uncommitted to anything,
of taking no part in anything, of

Two)

Question
of Reality
To the Editor:
Within the past week a bomb
has exploded on this campus. We
are all called upon to make a decision, in the from 01 whether or
not to give a few dollars to bail
a fellow student out of an Atlanta jail. Bombs have a habit of
creating chaos, and it may be fairIy said that this one has. Let us
sort out the issues before
us,
then.
There are two basic calls to
which we must respond. Let's not
confuse them? The first is whether we, as a community, will act
in a loyal and compassionate
manner towards one of our own:
whether we Will support Mardi.
The second is whether
we will

being purely devoted to personal
ambition" reported in the February 7 issue of the New 'York
Times. It would seem that this is
the approach which last week's
editorial is promoting.
Does the idealistic editor fully
realize the implications
of her
suggestions?
She would suggest that "any
enterprising student" submit petitions directly to the Committee
of Student Organizations, thus removing the necessity of Cabinet
and the House of Representatives
whose sole job is "to receive, discuss, edit and amend petitions,"
that an agenda of items to appear
before Amalgo be published in
Conn census and that Amalgo be
made voluntary.
support Mardi's non-violent demo
Petitions
would still require
onstration as part
of the civil sufficient reasoning
to pass the
rights movement.
Committee on Student OrganizaLoyalty may be a difficuLt atti- tions. Any institution,
such as
tude to arouse, because
Mardi Connecticut, should never be exmakes
us respond
to another
painful question. But let us not peeted to sanction legislation simply on the whim or desire of a
forget the realities here. This girl group of students.
Legislation
does not have
$5,000. That is must consolidate the interests of
fact. Only the wealthy make the
mistake of assuming that every- all concerned with the college. It
one who desperately needs $5,000 is through the administration and
can get it. That means that unless faculty members of the Commitwe come through, she wfll remain tee that the far-reaching opinions
in jail. While she was in jail be- of those concerned with the colfore the trial, she was beaten. lege, other than students, are repShe actually
feared for her life resented. And the C·Book should
while she was In a cell with be consulted for the true reprewhite, pro-segregationist
prison- sentation of the students on this
committee ..
ers. Fantastic as it may seem to
us, her fear is justified by the
Who but Cabinet and the House
facts of what has happened in the of Representatives would take on
jails of the South. WHh these the tedious but necessary job of
facts 'before us, we must make a revising the minute details of the
decision about a few dollars and Constitution and the petty reguwhat part we will play in anoth- lations of the C-Book? Who would
er human life.
be responsible for such encomThe second question, whether passing events such as Connor not we support Mardi's par-tiel- Quest?
~
pation in an 'illegal activity, has
Perhaps a few outstanding isa peculiar
twist which has 'be- sues might attract
from 1350
come one center of controversy students a 2/3 or 3/4 quorum
on this campus. There seems to necessary to pass legislation. if
be a substantial body of opinion Amalgo were vountary. But what
which is satisfied 'With reasoning happens to the removal of many
which runs like this; she broke trivial regulations
which would
the law. She broke it knowingly. certainly not attract a quorum
While we may support the civil but which constitute a great part
rights cause, we cannot condone of the rules governing student acher action. Therefore
we won't tivity? And what happens to the
help her get out of jail. This kind one means by which the entire
of opinion rests on the false as- college is brought together as a
sumption that
participation
in whole body? Progress would incivil rights in the South, as in the evitably be hindered ..
North, can always be conducted
The real point of contention is
so tha.t it doesn't break a law. merely in the use of the word
The difference is that the north- "Student" Government. I suggest
ern movement ~attles discrimina- that in its place be "Community"
tion and de facto segregation
in Government.,
designating
the
a society where they are against present system of government by
the law, while the southern move- administration,
faculty and stu~
ment battles legalized segregation
dents.
.
.
with carefully drawn laws to in-I There IS al:vays the ne.c~~lty
sure its maintenance .. Mardi was of an eva1L~ation of any InstItUarrested
for
violating
a law i tion ?r or~anization .. I do not
whose sale fun c t ion
in this questIOn t:us prerogatIve b~t ask
case was to maintain
segrega- o~ly that It be c0!icerned wlth retion. It seem,s
that we
must ;'}IIty ~nd "that It not prcnn~te
etther support Marqi's part. in pnvatIsm.
Sally Donavan 67
civil rights or segregation
and
Editor's note: Last week's edithe legal machinery which func- torial objected to the term "gov·
tions to perpetuate it.
I~rnment" not to the word "stuEvery girl at the Colleg.e will dent." It is true that we have stueither contribute money or delib· dent officers, but they do not goverate'ly not contribute it. There is em. Our views are quite realistic.
no equivocating
possible
now.
Let us look clearly at. both the
grounds for our action, and rOoI rHE ELEANOR SHOP
member the human being who is
in back of our abstract moralliz- I
ing. It is a fortunate
thing for;
Yams and Rental Library
Mardi that she be10ngs to a camTelephone 442.3723
pus body that can afford, if
it
chooses, to bail her out. It is an '
9 Union Street
undeniably fortunate
thing
for
Imported & Domestic Yarns
each of us that we are on the
Free Kniuing 'n,tructWn,
giving, and not the receiving end
of this money. 1\1arcia Geyer '66

(Continued from Palle One)

will be by the establishment of a
travel
'package
deal' enabling
tourists to travel throughout the
Caribbean area on one inclusive
ticket. The possibility of the ereation of an Iriter-Carfbbean Bank
was also discussed.
Castro Propaganda in Area
As a subsidiary result of the
expected development, it is .hoped
that strong pressure will come to
be exerted on the Castro regime
through a policy of "Ccncentratjon and Contrast"; a concentration of anti-Castro
propaganda
throughout the Caribbean area to
as great an extent as possible,
and a contrast between the burgeoning prosperity of the Caribbean Community as opposed to
the poverty and economic weakness of Cuba. It is hoped that
economic strangulation
'of Cuba
will be the eventual result of such
action.
Aside from technical and theoretical aspects of the conference,
the conference provided the opportunity for a graphic lesson in
hum a n relations.
Americans,
Puerto Ricans, and Negroes from
various
St. Croix
to
Trinidad, islands
and from
various
foreign
representatives
met with lecturers and professors
at informal
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JAMES DRUG
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To the Editor:
Miss Rosemary Park, in her recent address to Barnard, assailed

[open house meetings and parties. United States, the prevailing atAn air of dynamic interest and titude among the students was
warm feeling prevailed. culmi- one of respect and appreciation
nating in a formal celebration in for the United States and what
honor of Kenya's independence the United States has accomplishsponsored by several university ed in the area. It is comforting
students from Kenya and other to realize that in at least one corparts of East Africa,
ner of the world, United States'
Several notes of particular in- policies have been successful, and
terest in these times of Civil that the peoples of the area are
Rights controversies were noted; on their
way to meaningful
one was that there was a marked thgro.wth
and Il'dertveloPdment,
now on
'th
tttt d
d
err- own e 0
an power.
dill' erence In
e a 1 u_es an
outl.ooks of the Puerto Riqan and
Perhaps the most memorable
Caribbean
1'!egroes and those part of. the whole c?~eren~. was
from the United Sta!~s. The Ne- found In the prevailing sptrtt of
groes from ~uerto RiCOwere less common se~~ch. Ann called the
aware and expose<;!to.th~ st::esses ~on~erence. Th~ greatest lesso?
and pr~blems of ~lscrllmnation as m integratton
I ve ever had; It
fOUI?d_In ~e. 1!~lted States,. ~d ~as a real test of ~~e theories and
eXJ:iblted inhibitton and str-ain m !Ideals I have he!d.
~heIr outlooks, whereas the AmerPerhaps through more and aimleans showed more reserve.
. ilar conferences of students from
This was one of the first situa- all parts of the world, a better
tions in which our representa- understanding
and peaceful solutives found themselves in a situ- tion can be sought to the prot>.
ation of total integration, an ideal lems of the world.
J
situation if you will, in which the
problems of race were transcended by a common interest
and 443-7395
search for solutions of problems
OTTO AIMETII
relating to a great number of diversified peoples.
Ladies' and Gentlemen'.
Another point was that despite
Custom Tailoring
problems of civil rights in the
86 State St~
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